
Guide for the ADS-B feeder Stats Page
Where to find your ADS-B feeder's Stats Page

If the ADS-B feeder site has been activated and the user is logged into FlightAware the banner will display   at the top of My ADS-B www.flight
. aware.com If it isn't visible please be sure the device has been claimed and you are logged into FlightAware.  Follow  to the StatsMy ADS-B

page.  The Stats page is available to all feeders: FlightFeeder, PiAware, Radarcape, etc. 

Below is a guide on the Stats Page 

The map shows location of the site(s)

While the site owner and FlightAware personnel can view the location everyone else will see a
randomly generated location specified in the control panel below.

Anomalies:  

Any issues needing to be
addressed on the site.

Total number of aircraft
reported from all sites' in a
line graph.

This chart is only displayed if the owner
has more than one site.
Just below the chart are checkboxes to
select which sites are being displayed.
Hover your mouse over the chart and the
legend will display information on that day.

It Includes the longest streak of feeding
data and a way to share a link to social media

Sites

If the user has multiple sites choose which one to display below.  
The orange highlighted button is the one being currently viewed.

http://www.flightaware.com
http://www.flightaware.com


Control Panel - Site specific

Only viewable to the site owner and FlightAware personnel

Customize What does it do?

Public Profile and Name Choose whether to display your user name or full name to anyone else viewing the page

Site name (private) Custom name for this site shown only to the site owner and FlightAware personnel.

Precision on coverage
map

How exact should others be able to see your location? 
The owner of the site and FlightAware personnel will always see the exact location this setting only

.affects others viewing your stats page

Outage e-mails If the feeder stops feeding us data how soon do you want to be notified or is no notification necessary
(not recommended)?

Auto-update PiAware
software
*Only viewable by site
owner 

It is strongly recommended that you keep this set to if using a packaged installAllow auto-updating 
such as the SD card image. If you have heavily modified the image an update can overwrite those
changes and you may want to manually update in your own time.

Mode S Multilateration
(MLAT)
*Only viewable by site
owner  

If an aircraft is sending Mode S signals and is received by several sites that have MLAT enabled its
location can be pinpointed.
Please be sure you have configured your location below for this to function properly.



Send command to
device
*Only viewable by site

  owner

Here you can send commands to your device (IF it is connected to the internet and powered on) for
the following

Note: This can be done from anywhere when logged in. It doesn't need a local
network connection to function

Command When to use it

Upgrade and restart
PiAware

Send this command to update all the PiAware components (PiAware,
dump1090, support packages this depends on whether you use the SD
card image or the package install) 
This could be used to manually update if you don't have auto-updates
enabled or because you want to update before your device is
automatically updated which can take a few days after a release.

Upgrade and restart
dump1090

Use this to upgrade only dump1090

Upgrade all installed
Debian packages

Use this to upgrade  packages - vanilla OS install, PiAware, and anyall
other package sources that you installed.

Restart PiAware If PiAware stops functioning try using this command to restart the
program

Restart dump1090 If you aren't receiving any messages try using this command to restart
dump1090

Reboot device If something isn't functioning correctly try using this command to restart
the device.

Halt device. To restart,
device must be
unplugged and plugged
back in.

Use this when changing hardware or moving the device instead of
pulling the power cord to turn the unit off to prevent breaking.

Disconnect and
reconnect PiAware

Use this if you need to force your feeder to re-establish a connection to
FlightAware without restarting your Raspberry Pi

This can break networking(or other things) and it is
recommended that you have physical access to the device
when issuing this command.

This section is only viewable by the site owner

Log - site specific

expand button highlighted with a red box

 To view what the device is doing expand this section and read the log.



Site Information

Data feed:  The last time data about an aircraft was received by
FlightAware from this site.

: The last time FlightAware recieved a messageFeeder Check-in
from this site.

: The date FlightAware first received data from this site.Joined
: The longest FlightAware has received check-insLongest Streak

from the site.

Feeder Type: PiAware, FlightFeeder, PlanePlotter, or etc and what
version of software is running.

: States if MLAT is enabled and displays forMultilateration (MLAT)
the site owner how many nearby receivers it is synchronized with.  

Option for Social Media links to promote MLAT by asking others to
build a feeder.

Nearby Airport: Closest airport, if this is not correct make sure your
location is configured correctly by manually selecting via the
dropdown option in "Click here to change".

Statistics 

Select which day to view data from above the   heat graph.  Selecting the day will affect the  , Coverage Distribution Coverage distribution P
and   graphs.ositions Reported by Distance from Receiver, Hourly Collection Graphs(CST)

This section is only viewable by site owner and staff

Site identifier: MAC address

Internet IP: External IP address
: Local IP address of siteSite local IP

: Link to a live map view of the flights seenWeb Interface
by the site 
*to view this you must be on the same network as the
feeder

Ground elevation: auto-configures based on your
location and antenna height

Distance betweenAntenna height above ground level: 
your antenna and the ground Please set the distance

Location: coordinates of location Please set the location
The location is only viewable by the owner of the feeder
and staff

Location Set: Displays what date the location was
updated

FlightFeeders

Some FlightFeeders cannot have their
location set because the antenna has a
GPS chip that automatically sets it.  If
yours has this a message will display
stating:

The location is automatically
set by the feeder and cannot be
changed.

If you believe this location is
incorrect,  .contact support



Coverage Distribution displays which direction the antenna is
receiving messages from.  The image shows an indoor antenna in a
west facing window.  This can be improved with better antenna
placement and/or a better antenna.

This bar graph shows number of aircraft spotted by distance.
 Upgrading or repositioning the antenna can improve the number of
aircraft spotted further away.

Hourly Collection Graphs show what time the most messages are
received, often times midnight to 6am are the quietest hours.
 Hovering over the chart will cause the legend to display information
for that time.

Hover over a square to display: "number of messages | number of
aircraft."
This highlights traffic patterns, such as when no flights were seen.

Reports Received are the number of messages.

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast is a precise satellite-based surveillance system. ADS-B Out (used by the aircraft)
uses GPS technology to determine an aircraft's location, airspeed and other data, and broadcasts that information to a network of ground
stations (example: your site).

MLAT Mode S data the site sent to FlightAware which was used to calculate the aircraft location alongside messages from other sites.  If



MLAT is disabled (see the control panel section to change) there will be no messages of this type.

Other Non-ADS-B Mode S messages where MLAT couldn't be calculated.

Aircraft Seen are the number of different aircraft a message was received from, a single aircraft will send a message every second 

Aircraft send an ADS-B message every second and multiple messages can be received from the same aircraft which is why the number of
reports is higher than the number of aircraft seen.

If comparing new equipment to old equipment this is best table to view the effect.  Keep in mind that weather and air traffic can cause these
numbers to vary day to day.

Graphical display created from the table above.  Hovering you mouse on the graph will cause the numbers displayed to update to that date.
This goes back a full month further than the table displayed above.

Rankings from every site that feeds FlightAware, the data is calculated using data from the last 30 days.  If you have multiple sites please
note this only displays information from the one you are currently viewing.  

This list shows flights your data was used to track that appear on FlightAware.com.  If you own the feeder click on the tracklog link to see
what locations the site provided.  Only the site owner and FlightAware personnel can see which specific coordinates the site provided.

This shows flights we received data on but didn't officially use to track for various reasons such as using another feeder's data.



Shows nearby sites and how close they are to the sites location.  It can provide an idea of how many flights and positions(reports) can be
seen from your geographical location.  Sites shown in this list must be active in the last 30 days.  The list is designed such that it shows at
least the closest 3 nearby sites.  The number of nearby sites shown will vary depending on the distance distribution of sites relative to your
site but will not be more than 25 total (including your own site).

The check is made within ranges of 100, 175, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,500 and 5,000 km.  As soon as it finds at least three nearby sites, it doesn't
check for more in the next range.
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